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Abstract

Protocol/Internet Protocol) to allow interactive computing, electronic mail (e-mail), and otherapplications.
Through "anonymous ftp" accounts accessible over the Internet
The interconnection of networks is transparent to the
computer network, one can obtain much free quality software,
user; hence, it is reasonable to refer to the collection
documentation, and information relevant to meteorology. A program
by one name, Internet. Internet connects hundreds of
named archie can locate sites that offer desired software.This
thousands of academic and government research
article lists some of the more useful sites and give suggestions for
computers throughout the United States and Canada,
distributing software. Bitnet users have LISTSERV sources for
and a lesser number of computers in Europe and Asia.
software and information as well as connections to Internet.
In the United States, the Internet "backbone" is funded
by the federal government. Institutions connected to
Internet pay network fees, but often these fees are
1. Introduction
paid from a central budget and are not passed on to
The cost of computing has dropped so much over individual users.
recent years that many research groups now have one
Through Internet, it is almost as easy to use a
or more desktop workstations that are much faster computer at a National Science Foundation (NSF)
than mainframe computers of only a few years ago. In supercomputer center as it is to use a computer at
addition, many workstations offer high-performance one's own university. More detailed information on
color graphics. On the negative side, each computer Internet is available in Kehoe's (1992) excellent guide
needs its own software, and commercial software is to Internet, the references therein, and a series of
not cheap. Fortunately, an increasing amount of free, articles in the September 1991 special issue of Scienquality software is available by computer network. tific American devoted to communications, computThis article identifies some of the most important ers, and networks.
sources of free software, particularly those that are
An Internet address ends in two or three letters that
relevant to the meteorological community. Emphasis generally denote the country in which the address lies.
is on the Internet network; Bitnet is discussed in Some of the U.S. suffixes are "com," "edu," "gov," and
section 8.
"mil," signifying commercial, educational, governmenSoftware and computer networks are evolving as tal, and military users, respectively. Many but not all
fast as computer hardware, so it is likely that some (or sites ending in "net" are in the United States, but at
even much) of the information below will have changed least one "net" address is in Germany (walhalla.
by the time this article is published. To ameliorate this germany.eu.net). Table 1 is a partial list of counproblem, this information will be updated occasionally, tries that have computers with "anonymous ftp" acand the most recent version will be available for counts along with the countries' Internet suffixes.
"anonymous ftp" access (see section 4) from f t p . Foreign sites hold a certain allure, but users outside
met.fsu.edu. Also, the journal Sun World carries a the host country are asked to minimize access to avoid
regular monthly column titled "/archives" that fo- congesting international lines.
cuses on free software from Internet.
Some computers on Internet can automatically
answer e-mail requests for information. For example,
NSF operates a computer that can respond to e-mail
2. Internet overview
requests for information on NSF programs. To get
basic instructions on how to use this facility, send a mesInternet is a conglomeration of interconnected com- sage with the single word help to stisserv@nsf.
puter networks that use TCP/I P (Transmission Control gov over Internet or s t i s serv@ns f over Bitnet. With
this and almost all computer-answered e-mail on
Bitnet or Internet, the subject line of the e-mail message
can be left blank. Getting information by e-mail is
©1993 American Meteorological Society
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TABLE 1. Partial list of Internet suffixes and the countries to which
they refer.
Suffix

Country

at

Austria

au

Australia

ca

Canada

ch

Liechtenstein

de

Germany

dk

Denmark

es

Spain

fi

Finland

fr

France

ie

Ireland

it

Italy

jP

Japan

mx

Mexico

nl

The Netherlands

no

Norway

nz

New Zealand

se

Sweden

uk

United Kingdom

much more common on Bitnetthan on Internet, though,
and this is covered in section 8.
Computer network addresses for either Internet or
Bitnet are not case sensitive, meaning that they do not
distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters.
For example, s t i s s e r v @ n s f . g o v
and
STISSERV@NSF.GOV are equivalent for Internet,
as are stisserv@nsf and STISSERV@NSF for
Bitnet.
Many computers on Internet have access to Usenet
news groups, which exchange information on specialized topics. The most relevant news group for readers
of this journal is s c i .geo.meteorology. Contact
your local computer center to see if you have access
to Usenet. One problem with Usenet is that it can be
time consuming to keep up with one or more news
groups on a daily basis.

3. Legalities
It is important to distinguish between free software
and shareware. Free software is software that may be
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used without charge. Shareware is software that may
be distributed freely and tested without charge, but
you are obligated to pay the authors a specified sum
if you adopt the software. Shareware is available by
computer network as well as through "electronic bulletin boards" that can be reached via modem. Much
shareware is of high quality and is usually offered at a
price much below what the same software would cost
if it were distributed through commercial channels.
Some sources of free software also offer shareware.
The documentation that accompanies any package
will clearly specify whether it is shareware and, if so,
what the fees are.
Some free software is copyrighted. This is done for
at least two reasons. First, the author may wish to
prevent a commercial vendor from copyrighting his or
her program and removing it from the category of free
software. Second, an author can only be expected to
help users with the software that he or she wrote.
Without a copyright, some users will change the source
code without changing the name of the software or at
least documenting the changes. If that software reaches
other users (and it does), then later users will usually
contact the original author if they have trouble. Sometimes the trouble is caused by undocumented modifications of the program, and the original author has no
way of knowing what the problem is. Thus, you should
thoroughly document any changes you make in source
code. If you change the parameters in the call to a
subroutine or function, you should change the name of
the subroutine or function. Also, send a copy of your
improvements to the original author before you distribute it elsewhere. The original author may decide to use
your improvements in a later release.

4. Anonymous ftp
"Anonymous ftp" refers to special accounts that
exist on many Internet computers that allow free
access to selected directories. The account name is
almost always anonymous (in lowercase for UNIX).
Usually, any password will work. Those sites that
accept any password usually prefer that you enter
your e-mail address as the password. If your e-mail
address does not work as a password, try guest (in
lowercase for UNIX) as the password.
In order to access these accounts, you must have
access to a computer connected to Internet that has
"ftp" (file transfer protocol) software. Commands for
using ftp vary little from computer to computer, but it is
beyond the scope of this article to do more than
mention that you should learn how to use at least the
following ftp commands: ascii, binary, cd, dir, get, Is,
mget, mput, open, prompt, put, quit. Consult your ftp
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software documentation and Kehoe (1992) for details.
Hereafter, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with
these commands. Some ftp software will list the commands it recognizes if you enter the command
help, help followed by a specific command will
summarize usage of that command. As an example of
a variation in ftp commands, the "list directory" ftp
command is I s on UNIX machines and dir for most
other operating systems.
Generally more useful than i s , which only lists file
names, is i s -1, where the "minus el" option requests
other information such as the date of file creation and
file size. The file size can help the user decide what
files to get and when to get them. During daytime
(especially the afternoon), when the network is congested, a cross-country file transfer of even a few tens
of kilobytes can be impossible. Late at night, when
network activity is much less, transfers of tens of
megabytes are possible. Keep in mind that anonymous ftp accounts are a secondary activity for most
computers. Their main use is scientific computing.
You may browse and retrieve small files during the
daytime, but as a courtesy to those offering anonymous ftp accounts, please do not bog them down with
large file transfers during working hours.
Any ftp user needs to know the directory-naming
conventions for both UNIX and V M S operating systems, since these are by far the dominant operating
systems on computers that have anonymous ftp.
UNIX is case sensitive, while V M S is not. UNIX directory paths have aformlikepub/stuff/more_stuff,
while V M S paths are of the form [.pub.stuff.
more_stuf f ] . In both examples, directory pub contains subdirectory stuff, which contains subdirectory
more_stuf f. Table 2 shows how to change to directory stuff, which lies in directory pub, then how to
change to directory more_stuf f, and how to back
out of more_stuff into stuff.
In UNIX, one can return to the sign-on directory, no
matter how deep in subdirectories one is, by entering
cd - (i.e., cd tilde). VMS has no command directly
equivalent t o e d
but VMS will let you "back out" of,
say, three subdirectories by entering cd [ — ] . The
number of hyphens indicates the number of levels of
subdirectories to back up.
Text files in anonymous ftp accounts are often
supplied in one of three ASCII forms: a simple text file,
a T E X (or LATEX) document file, or a PostScript file.
Occasionally, one will also encounter a T E X "dvi"
binary file or a word processor binary file, such as for
WordPerfect or Microsoft Word. Both T E X and LATEX
are discussed in section 6b.
To practice basic ftp commands, try signing on to
the anonymous ftp account on f t p . c s . widener. edu
and getting the first edition of the book by Kehoe
Bulletin American Meteorological Society

TABLE 2. Sample UNIX and corresponding VMS commands to
change directories.

UNIX
cd pub/stuff
cd more stuff
cd ..

VMS
cd [.pub.stuff]
cd [.more_stuff]
cd [-]

(1992) from directory /pub/ zen. This beginner's guide
to Internet is about 100 pages long. At the time of
writing this article, it was available in three formats:
PostScript, T E X dvi (see T E X information in section
6b), and a compressed file. Each format occupies
several hundred kilobytes, so you should acquire this
file outside of normal working hours when network
traffic is less. The T E X dvi and compressed formats
are binary files; the PostScript file is ASCII.
An extremely useful resource is the program
archie, written by Emtage, Deutsch, and Heelan at
McGill University. It is available for UNIX, VMS, and
MS-DOS from archie.mcgill.ca. The program
archie can query a database on a remote "server"
computer. This database contains directory listings of
many anonymous ftp UNIX sites around the world,
allowing one to find out where specified software
packages are available.
You do not even need to install archie on your own
computer in order to use it, since it can be accessed by
e-mail. To get information on how to use archie by email, send an e-mail message containing the single
word help to archie@archie.mcgill.ca; leave
the "Subject:" line of the e-mail message blank. The
reply will not only tell you how to ask where software
is stored, it will also tell you how to get a worldwide list
of archie database servers and short descriptions of
software packages.
Here is an example that assumes that you have
installed archie on a UNIX computer and you want to
find out what sites offer OZT E X, which is a public
domain version of the T E X typesetting program for the
Macintosh. To do get this information, you could enter
archie -s 'OzTeX' > OzTeX.sites. The -s
• OzTeX' option tells archie to look for any file that
contains the string OzTeX as part of its name, disregarding upper- and lowercase. The final part of the
command, > OzTeX.sites, is a UNIX redirection
command that tells the computer to store the results of
your archie search in a file named OzTeX. sites
rather than scrolling them to your terminal screen.
Searching for substrings is useful because the
name of a software package can be slightly different
on different machines. For example, a version number
379
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is often part of the file name, so occasional use of
archie - s followed by an appropriate string can tell
you if a particular software package has been updated. As you will see from using archie, many
anonymous ftp sites do not have the most current
version of a piece of software.
Finding the right directory
The next section lists Internet addresses of some of
the more important computers that offer software via
anonymous ftp. Little reference will be made to directories within those computers, because the hostname
option of archie can be used to locate the directory
holding a particular piece of software.
Often, you will want to do some exploring while you
are retrieving a precise piece of software. Once you
have signed on to an anonymous ftp account, you can
issue a "list directory" command (dir or is -l). The
appearance of the resulting listing will tell you whether
the site is running UNIX or VMS.
Good anonymous ftp sites have numerous information files, often named OOREADME, 00INDEX, or
something similar, where the initial characters of a file
name are one or more zeros, OOREADME is used
instead of README because VMS and UNIX list file
names in numero-alphabetical order, with numbers
preceding letters in an ordered list. By preceding file
names with one or two zeros, those files will appear at
the beginning of a listing of files in a directory. Such
information files aid navigation through directories.
If you are not using a "windowing" environment,
most ftp software forces you to quit ftp before you can
read a file that you have just fetched; then you have to
reestablish your ftp connection to get more files. If you
have a windowing operating system, you can retrieve
a file and, with ftp software running in one window, you
can examine the file in a second window, thereby
maintaining your ftp connection. Do not take too much
time working in a second window, though, since most
ftp sites will automatically disconnect you if you leave
your ftp connection idle for more than a few minutes.
To keep track of what you have done, it is extremely
helpful to use communications software that can keep
a log of what you type and the responses from the
remote site. Such a logging option is common with
microcomputer communications programs but is rare
on workstation software. Thus, you may wish to use a
microcomputer with appropriate communications
software as a terminal to the computer that is running
ftp. In most cases, this means that you will have to
quit ftp in order to examine a file that you have
retrieved.
On UNIX machines, subdirectories holding public
access software are often placed in a directory named
pub or archive. A complete list of all files on the
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computer may even be stored in the sign-on directory
in a file named filesorls-lR(orls-lR.z in UNIX
compressed form). Even with such aids, finding software can be tricky. The best anonymous ftp sites have
so much software in so many subdirectories that you
may feel like you are in a labyrinth. Also, the directory
structure of an anonymous ftp site may be altered from
time to time. Once again, archie can help greatly in
these matters.

5. Specific Internet sites
The anonymous ftp sites listed below are but a tiny
fraction of the available sites, but they will put you on
the track of much of the best software and information.
A list of Internet sources of weather data is deferred
until section 7.
• csn.org—In this large collection, geophysical information, including file internet .resources,
earth.sci and mapping information is in directory /cogs.
• export. lcs .mit. edu—This is the source for
the X-Windows system. For information on X-Windows, get file FAQ in directory /pub/contrib.
FAQ stands for "frequently asked questions"; answers are included. Also in /pub/contrib are
hundreds of user contributed X-Windows programs.
• ftp.met.fsu.edu—The Florida State University meteorology department offers documents such
as the latest information related to this article, software
for time series analysis, and animation on DOS PCs.
• ftp.ucar.edu—Some highlights of this NCAR
computer are "distributed software libraries" (dsl)
containing a wide variety of public domain mathematical software and supporting documentation,
support utilities for NCAR graphics, and many documents intended for users of the NCAR computing
facility. In directory /dsl/catalog, a file named
for each mathematical package contains a brief
description of each subroutine in that package. In
directory /dsl/lib, a directory for each package
contains the source code for that package. Some of
the packages are listed in section 6a. Descriptions
of NCAR datasets are in /datahelp/documentation. See also ncardata.ucar.edu.
• ftp.uu.net—This important site offers a huge
variety of UNIX programs. Unfortunately, the offerings are not summarized in README files, so you
have to know what you want. So many programs are
available that a tremendous amount of time would
be required to download and test each package.
• 1 i b . s t a t . emu. edu—This is one of the few anonymous ftp sites where the account name is not
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•

•

•

•

•

•

anonymous; it is statlib. This site at Carnegie
Mellon University is the home of Statlib, an amorphous collection of user-contributed statistical software. It is also a repository for cmlib, the Core
Mathematical Library, which is an extensive package of mathematical subroutines.
ncardat a. ucar. edu—This site, operated by the
Data Support Section at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR), documents
NCAR's extensive data offerings and their cost.
nssdca.gsfc .nasa.gov—This account supports
the data activities of the National Space Science
Data Center (NSSDC) at Goddard Space Flight
Center (see section 7).
pit-manager.mit.edu—Directory /pub/
usenet /news. answers contains many files ending in "faq" that answer frequently asked questions
(FAQ) for various Usenet newsgroups. Most relevant to meteorology is file weather-data, which
contains numerous sources of weather data.
prep. ai. mit. edu—This is the headquarters for
the Free Software Foundation headed by Richard
Stallman, which is a strong force in providing free
quality software. Stallman has written a licensing
statement that is a model for those who wish to
place their work in the public domain. Notable
among the offerings for UNIX and VMS are the
highly rated Emacs editor, the GNU C and C++
compilers, Gnuplot (an interactive graphics package), and Ghostscript.
Ghostscript is a public domain PostScript interpreter that runs on UNIX, VMS, and MS-DOS
computers. It can take a PostScript file and convert
it to a graphics bit dump that can be sent to nonPostScript printers like the various Hewlett-Packard
and Epson printers or to your computer screen.
Ghostscript includes more typefaces than just the
standard 35 that are common with PostScript printers. If you use Ghostscript, a parallel connection
between your computer and printer is essential.
A serial connection is far too slow because each
page is printed in graphics mode as a "bit dump,"
where every pixel on the page is transmitted to the
printer.
rcf. rsmas .miami. edu—This account is available to oceanographers who wish to use the BleckBoudra isopycnic ocean model. For details, contact
RainerBleckatbleck@rcf. rsmas .miami. edu,
or (305)361-4045.
unidata. ucar. edu—Among the software available on this Unidata machine are XGKS (GKS
graphicsforX-Windows), various significant Unidata
software packages, and Candis (C language analysis and display system, which is useful for analyzing and displaying gridded numerical data).
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• uxc. cso. uiuc. edu—An X-Windows-based program for displaying weather maps, named wxmap,
can be downloaded from this site. See Ramamurthy
et al. (1992) for more information.
• wsmr-simtel2 0.army.mil—This repository
maintained by the U.S. Army at White Sands Missile Range offers a huge assortment of UNIX, VMS,
Macintosh, and especially MS-DOS software covering science, graphics, communications, utilities,
and more. Although it is almost impossible to connect directly to simtel20, this has little impact on
the user because its holdings are duplicated ("mirrored") elsewhere, such as wuarchive.wustl.
edu, oak.oakland.edu, and, for Europe,
nic. funet. f i in Finland. Even if you could connect directly to simtel2 0, the alternative sites are
preferable because they run UNIX instead of
TOPS20, the operating system on simtel20. Binary ftp transfers from TOPS20 to other computers
must be done in tenex mode rather than binary;
not all ftp software supports tenex.
• zaphod.uiuc.edu—The National Center for
Supercomputing Applications offers Internet access software called telnet for Macintosh and
MS-DOS computers and excellent graphics software for Macintosh, MS-DOS, Silicon Graphics,
and X-Windows UNIX computers. A file named
README . FIRST in the root directory describes the
software currently available. This software is first
rate.

6. Specific software
a. Mathematical and statistical software
Listed below are a number of high-quality, public
domain Fortran subroutine packages, most of which
were developed through U.S. government funding.
Sites that offer this software can be located using the
archie program described previously.
• alfpack: Associated Legendre polynomials.
• amoslib: Special functions, especially those related
to statistics.
• eispack: Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for a wide
variety of matrix eigenvalue problems.
• fftpack: Fast Fourier transforms.
• fishpak (occasionally written as "fishpack"): Solutions for Poisson and Helmholtz equations in various coordinate systems.
• fitpack: Curve and surface fitting (splines under
tension).
• Unpack: Simultaneous linear algebraic equations.
• minpack: Nonlinear equations and least squares.
• odepack: Ordinary differential equations.
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• slatec: Quality collection of hundreds of numerical other computer running T E X. A dvi file can then be
analysis routines, available from ftp.ucar.edu readied for printing by a T E X printer driver.
in /dsl/lib/slatec.
Although commercial adaptations of T E X exist,
• starpac: Time series analysis (correlations, spec- they compete against good public domain versions for
tral estimates, and ARIMA modeling) and nonlinear UNIX, VMS, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and other computleast squares, available from ftp.ucar.edu.in ers. Some of the sources for public domain (LA)TEX
directory /starpac.
are listed in Table 3. Because of T E X's size (5 to 80
• cmlib: Core Mathematical Library, assembled by MB, depending on how many fonts in different sizes
the National Bureau of Standards, available from one wants), it is critical that this software be downlib. stat. emu. edu. Its components include many loaded during the depths of night.
of the packages listed above plus a number of
For MS-DOS, sbtex as supplied at ftp.met.
others.
f su. edu and emtex are both complete packages that
include T E X, LATEX, screen previewers, printer drivThe two most complete general mathematical pack- ers, and fonts (sbtex from sites other than ftp. met.
ages listed above are slatec and cmlib. Both offer f su. edu is not a complete T E X package). For users
much more in almost every way except documenta- who have limited experience with T E X and MS-DOS,
tion than the very good commercial product from sbtex from ftp. met. f su. edu is recommended over
Press et al. (1986). Note that at 1 ib. stat. emu. edu, emtex ; installation is easier, and there are fewer
which is a source for cmlib, the account name is programs to worry about, emtex is a very complete
statlib, not anonymous.
package and is recommended over sbtex for someYou can get summaries of roughly one hundred one who is experienced with both T E X (or LATEX) and
mathematical packages by sending a one-line e-mail MS-DOS; emtex offers much better support for dotmessage to netlib@ornl.gov that says send matrix printers than does the sbtex package at
ftp.met.fsu.edu, but dot-matrix printers are so
index.
slow (up to 10 minutes per page for 9-pin printers) that
they are not recommended. An article by Flynn and
b. TEX
T E X is a typesetting program that has gained wide Ahlquist (1992) available from ftp.met.fsu.edu
acceptance in scientific and mathematical communi- gives much more information about using computer
ties. LATEX is a superset of T E X that is easier to use networks to acquire T E X software and to answer T E X
than T E X for most applications. T E X and LATEX have questions.
been documented by their authors (Knuth 1986;
The American Meteorological Society allows auLamport 1986). Practically any editor can be used to thors to submit final versions of manuscripts in T E X if
create your document file. After editing the document they are prepared with a special T E X macro package
file, it is processed, that is, typeset, by T E X or LATEX. that is available from f t p . n c a r . e d u and
The output of (LA)TEX is called a "dvi" file because its ftp.met.fsu.edu in a T E X subdirectory named
name ends in .dvi. "dvi" stands for "device indepen- AmMetSoc.
dent," which is appropriate since the same binary file
would be produced by any UNIX, VMS, MS-DOS, or

7. Meteorological data

TABLE 3. Anonymous ftp sites that offer T E X for various operating systems.
Operating system

Internet address

UNIX

byron. u . Washington. edu

VMS

ymir.claremont.edu

MS-DOS

ftp.met.fsu.edu for sbtex
Use archie to search for emtex

Macintosh (OzT E X)

ftp.ucar.edu
ftp.met.fsu.edu
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liana Stern of NCAR's Data Support Section maintains a list of sources of weather data. The most recent
version can be downloaded from pit-manager,
mit. edu in directory /pub/usenet /news. answers
in file weather-data; it is also distributed through the
sci. geo .meteorology news group of Usenet. This
data list includes sites with anonymous ftp accounts as
well as sources of data on CD-ROM, tape, and floppy
disk. Several of the anonymous ftp sites offer weather
data and satellite pictures (often in GIF format) on a
nearly real-time basis.
Information on data available from NCAR is in
directory /datahelp/documentat ion in the anonymous ftp account at ftp.ucar.edu and especially
Vol. 74, No. 3, March, 1993
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through the anonymous ftp account on ncardata.
ucar.edu.
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
On-Line Data and Information Service (NODIS) is a
menu-driven interactive system that provides information on services supported by NSSDC. To reach it, one
must have "telnet" software on a computer connected
to Internet. Enter telnet nssdca.gsfc .nasa.gov.
For the user name, enter NSSDC, then follow the
instructions (no password is needed). In addition to the
interactive connection, nssdca. gsf c. nasa. gov also
has an anonymous ftp account. Even some data are
available via this anonymous ftp account.
Synoptic lab tools
The following programs may be of use to schools that
are computerizing synoptic lab courses using UNIX workstations having X-Windows. See Ramamurthy et al. (1992)
for further information.
• XMX: Allows one X-Windows console to be configured as a "master" and others as "slaves" so that
whatever is displayed on the master (instructor's)
console is also displayed on the slave (students')
consoles. [Available from cs.brown.edu.]
• tgif and xfig: X-Windows "paint" programs.
Students can use either of these to annotate and
"analyze" weather maps that are displayed in an XWindow. [Availablefrom ftp.uu.net in directory
packages/X/contrib, or use archie.]

8. Bitnet
Bitnet ("Because It's Time" network) is an international, slow-speed network for information exchange,
primarily by e-mail; interactive computing is not supported. Specifically aimed at Bitnet users are computer "servers" known as LISTSERVs, which offer
software, documents, and hundreds of electronic newsletters devoted to specialized topics. To access a
LISTSERV, send an e-mail message via Bitnet to
LISTSERV@XXXX, where xxxx is a site such as one
in Table 4. Some LISTSERVs also have direct Internet
addresses. For example, listserv@cunyvm.
cuny.edu and listserv@cunyvm are the respective Internet and Bitnet addresses for the same
LISTSERV.
When e-mail is sent to a LISTSERV it is processed
by computer without human intervention. To find out
how to use a given LISTSERV site, send the one-word
e-mail message help, and the LISTSERV will respond with a summary of the commands that it recognizes, including instructions forgetting help regarding
specific aspects of its offerings.
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TABLE 4. Partial list of Bitnet LISTSERV addresses and where
they are located.

listserv@

Site

bnandpll

Belgium

clvm

Clarkson Univ., Potsdam, New York

cunyvm

Columbia Univ., New York, New York

dearn

Univ. Bonn, Germany

dhdurzl

Univ. Heidelberg, Germany

frulmll

Ecole Norm. Sup., Paris

hearn

Kathol. Univ., Nijmegen, the Netherlands

marist

Marist College, Poughkeepsie, New York

tavml

Texas A&M, College Station, Texas

uicvm

Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

ubvm

Univ. of New York at Buffalo

yalevm

Yale Univ.

For information on Bitnet and other e-mail networks, see Frey and Adams (1990). One can get a
great deal of information by sending the following
message to Bitnet address listserv@marist:
get userhelp bitnet
get bitnet servers
get netmonth filelist
The first line requests a Bitnet primer. The second
and third lines request addresses of LISTSERVs.
Additional information can be had through a one-line
message to listserv@cunyvm:
get listserv memo
On Internet, the latter message can be sent to
listserv@cunyvm.cuny.edu. Internet users can
send e-mail to any Bitnet address by routing their
message as address%host@cunyvm.cuny.edu,
where address@host would be the address if the
message were routed solely through Bitnet.
Through Bitnet, one can subscribe to netmonth, a
newsletter delivered by e-mail that highlights various
LISTSERVs and provides general Bitnet information.
To receive a free subscription to netmonth, send a
one-line e-mail message to listserv@marist.
bitnet that says
SUBSCRIBE NETMONTH John Doe,
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where you should replace "John Doe" with your own
name. You do not need to send your e-mail address,
because it is automatically part of your message. The
LISTSERV will enter your name and e-mail address
into its subscription list. Thereafter, you will automatically receive netmonth whenever it is issued, which
may be a few times a year. You can terminate your
subscription by sending the following one-line message to listserv@marist.bitnet:
UNSUB NETMONTH
Bitnet users can access Internet anonymous ftp
accounts through two gateways. To learn how to use
them, Bitnet users can send an e-mail message containing the single word help to either bit ftp@pucc.
princeton.edu or ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com.
Even with these two gateways to Internet, Bitnet users
are limited because Bitnet is not designed to carry the
multimegabyte file transfers that are possible on
Internet.

9. Distributing your own programs
Suppose you searched anonymous ftp offerings
and were unable to find software for your application,
so you wrote your own. Your software has been so
useful that you are now considering placing it in the
public domain. As you consider whether to share your
software with the wider community, keep in mind the
issue of user support. You should not issue software unless you are prepared to support it—that is,
answer users' questions, help with problems, and fix
bugs.
You do not want to take a lot of your time answering
routine questions for users. Quality software is heavily
documented both within the source code and through
a user's guide. It checks all parameters specified by
the user and issues an error message if any are
inappropriate; in other words, it is very hard to "crash."
It is written to run on a wide variety of computers and
does not use extensions to language standards. Many
compilers offer an option to check whether a program
complies with language standards.
Fortran programs should comply strictly with Fortran 77 standards, since it will be years before reliable
Fortran 90 compilers will saturate the community.
VMS Fortran extensions should not be used. Variables should have meaningful names and should all
be explicitly declared as REAL, INTEGER, etc. DO
loops should be indented, and GOTO statements
should (almost) never appear. C programs should
conform to the current ANSI C standard or the 1978
Kernighan and Ritchie standard.
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Prior to general release, "beta test" your software;
that is, give it to a number of users with no more
information than what they would get if they acquired
the software via anonymous ftp. Let these users
suggest improvements for the program and documentation. This is the software equivalent of peer review,
which is the norm for publication in journals. Just as
technical articles benefit greatly from review and revision, the same is true for software. Having students
use a program for a class exercise is a good way to
beta test software.
If you have written a public domain or shareware
program that is of use to a very wide audience, you
may wish to apply to have it posted at wsmrsimtel20.army.mil and its mirror sites. Describe
the software briefly and give its name in an e-mail
memo to Keith Peterson at w 8 s d z @ w s m r simtel20.army.mil, who will decide whether to
include it in the archives. Within the meteorological
community, UNIDATA posts some programs relevant
to meteorological data handling on unidata.
ucar. edu. Write to support@unidata. ucar. edu
and describe what you have. The present author is
also willing to post meteorologically relevant software
on f tp. met. f su. edu. Describe what you have in an
e-mail letter to ahlquist@met. f su. edu.
If you want to establish your own anonymous ftp
site, get file suggestions from directory pub/ftplist at pilot.njin.net. Garfinkel and Spafford
(1991) explain the technical aspects of how to establishasafeanonymousftp account on a UNIX computer.
It is a good idea to create an "alias" Internet address
that is used only to access the anonymous ftp account.
A computer can have several Internet alias addresses,
all of which refer to the same computer. Two advantages of an alias over a numerical Internet address are
that 1) the alias can suggest the purpose of connecting
to it (e.g., ftp.ucar.edu), and 2) an alias helps to
stabilize access; for example, if and when an anonymous ftp account is moved to another computer, the
same alias can be shifted to the new computer by
notifying the proper computer personnel at your university. To reach the anonymous ftp account at The
Florida State University, we ask that you use the alias
ftp. met. f su. edu. This computer has another alias
that is used for all other applications.
Please notify the author of this paper at
ahlquist@met.fsu.edu if you have an anonymous ftp site of interest to meteorologists, oceanographers, or hydrologists, and summarize your primary
offerings. This information will be added to the updated version of this article, which will be kept in file
internet. tex at ftp.met.fsu.edu. Notify liana
Stern at ilana@ncar. ucar. edu if you offer weather
data by computer network (or other avenue).
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10. Computer security
Just as Internet provides access to much that is
good, it is also a vehicle through which a few individuals seek to violate or damage computer software and
disk contents. The two avenues of illegal entry that we
will mention here are passwords and viruses. See
Garfinkel and Spafford (1991) for a detailed discussion of UNIX security.

agement will eliminate most unauthorized use of computer accounts (see, e.g., Stoll 1989).
b. Viruses
We shall use the term "virus" to refer to any software
that invades a computer without the knowledge of the
user. More refined terminology than this exists, but
"virus" will be adequate for our purposes.
Over a thousand computer viruses exist, with most
aimed at Macintosh and MS-DOS computers. Some
do no more than print messages, while others destroy
irreplaceable software and documents. The author of
a virus may think him- or herself clever, but he or she
is held in lowest esteem by the victims of the crime.
Commercial software is available to detect and, in
some cases, partially recover from some viruses.
Shareware is a particularly effective way to distribute
antivirus software. Through electronic distribution,
antivirus shareware is updated as often as monthly.
Antivirus software is available from wuarchive.
wustl. edu in directory

a. Passwords
The importance of a well-chosen password cannot
be overstated. Your password is the only way to block
someone from signing on to your account, because it
is easy for any Internet user to learn your account
name through either of two means.
First, your e-mail address gives your account name
and address. Second, the finger command, available with both UNIX and VMS, gives the account
names of everyone signed on to a particular computer.
A f i n g e r command has the form f i n g e r
@Internet_ address, where Internet_address
represents any valid Internet address. The command
/mirrors/msdos/trojan-pro
will tell you who is currently logged on the indicated
Internet address. For example, finger @shavano. for MS-DOS and in
ucar. edu will list every job that is currently running on
the Cray YMP at the National Center for Atmospheric
mirrors/macintosh/virus
Research.
A password should not be something easily guessed. for the Macintosh. Macintosh users should also check
Examples of bad passwords include the account name, directory /pub/disinfectant on ftp.acns.
the user's first name, the first name of the user's nwu.edu.
spouse, girlfriend, boyfriend, etc., or simple words like
"cloud" or "met." A good password is not a word, not
even a word spelled backwards. Computer criminals 11. Summary
have written programs that try variations of every word
in an electronic dictionary as a password. Although
This article has listed some of the sources for
this may involve tens of thousands of words, it is many network information and software, including what is
orders of magnitude less than the total possible num- available from the author at ftp.met.fsu.edu. If
ber of passwords that could be generated randomly anyone has public domain or "shareware" software of
and is easily handled by a simple computer program. interest to meteorologists, please notify the author at
Some operating systems allow passwords containing ahlquist@met.fsu.edu, and the information will
symbols such as !, #, etc., and these help to build a be included in the updated version of the information
password that is not easily guessed. If your computer base from which this article was drawn and will be
is case sensitive for passwords, it is a good idea to mix available from ftp.met.fsu.edu. In fact, it is likely
upper- and lowercase in your password along with one that this information base will be updated by the time
or more symbols. Change your password every few the article appears in press.
months.
Gigabytes of free software are available by comOne way to create fairly secure passwords is to puter network, with quality ranging from terrible to
make up a sentence containing names, numbers, and terrific. A large amount of time will be needed to find
punctuation. Then use the first letter of each word and properly install the software you want. The most
along with the numbers and punctuation. For ex- frequent shortcomings of otherwise good free softample, the password Ls, "4s&7ya is generated from: ware are inadequate documentation and inadequate
checking for user errors.
Lincoln said, "4 score and 7 years ago.
Computer hardware is much cheaper these days,
Computer security problems can run deeper than
just guessing passwords, but proper password man- but an unavoidable expense is the human expertise to
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administer hardware and software, even (especially) if
the latter is free. It is highly recommended that meteorology departments have a full-time computer software expert who can assist instructional and research
groups with software installation, updating, and troubleshooting.
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